
Acer P5530 - DLP projector - portable - 3D(MR.JPF11.002)
Acer P5530 - DLP projector - UHP - portable - 3D - 4000 ANSI lumens - Full HD (1920 x 1080) - 16:9 -
1080p - LAN

1080p (1920 x 1080) is a set of HDTV high-definition video modes. With the superb clarity of available
1080p Full HD,you'll enjoy exceptional details no matter on Blu-ray movies,video games or business
presentation. 4000 lumens high brightness provides the ability to project crystal clear,vibrant images from
a long distance on a large screen even in daytime indoors.

Key Selling Points

Beautiful true-to-life images in 1080p (1920 x 1080)
4000 ANSI lumen high brightness
Acer LumiSense+ ambient light detection and Bluelight Shield
Integrated LAN control network system
Easy display over USB cable

Product Features

Expressive levels of DynamicBlack contrast
The contrast ratio is up to a whopping 20000:1. DynamicBlack improves image contrast by analyzing onscreen content frame-by-frame and
then dynamically adjusting lamp power to optimize black levels. The black can be extremely black and white is brilliant white.
Acer LumiSense+ ambient light detection
Project in either light or dark environments with Acer LumiSense+,which adjusts the image,based on available light. Equipped with an
intelligent ambient light sensor,projector can optimize image brightness and color saturation based on ambient lighting conditions. What's even
better,content-aware process also analyzes projected contents frame by frame and dynamically adjusts image visibility to the optimum level.
Give color a boost with ColorBoost3D
Acer ColorBoost3D presents true-to-life colors through an optimized 6-segment color-wheel design,advanced lamp illumination technology,and
powerful TI image processing. It can reduce brightness decay and color shift,while displaying 2D and 3D content through enhancing color
brightness,while also compensating color saturation and color temperature.
Immune to color decay with Acer ColorSafe II
ColorSafe II technology combines the dynamic RGB control techniques,and advanced projector lamps to extend projector lifespan. The
technology prevents yellow hues,the sign of color decay,so even after long hours of usage,projector continues to deliver consistent,natural
colors.
Acer BlueLight shield
Acer BlueLight shield allows users to lower levels of blue light to lessen the negative effects of blue light exposure. There are three levels of
filter,suitable for different scenarios. Each level also contains dynamic mechanism,that optimizes the blue light level,based on content color.
Multimedia playback
Be PC-free! Project your images or documents directly from a plugged-in USB drive. No extra device connection is required. Show your ideas
fast and easily.
Horizontal and vertical keystone correction
Image distortion sometimes happens,when the projector is placed with improper distance or in a wrong position. Finding the right angle for
your presentation will come easier with keystone correction,which corrects vertical and horizontal distortions.
Four corner correction
Adjust distortion from any single corners. Even if the projector is not placed in a proper position,the function makes correction process easy
and time-saving.
1.3x zoom ratio
1.3x zoom ratio especially benefits user from positioning projector in existing distance without redecorating home theater or living room.
Turn up the volume with speaker
Built-in speakers provide powerful sound,eliminating the need for external speakers. The audio ensures movies come to life,songs have more
depth,and games are more engaging.
Connect with wireless - wireless projection
Break free from the clutter of wires with easy wireless projection options. With Acer wireless projection,you can connect your device and
projector in wireless signal,use your device to view content in a multitude of ways,such as quad view or through mirroring content.
Earth-friendly EcoProjection
EcoProjection is an earth-friendly solution,that saves consumption power and lamp replacement costs. With ExtremeECO feature,projector will
automatically enter Eco mode,when no input signal is received,and after a certain time,performs a safety shutdown. The power consumption
can be reduced and it enables lamp power control and dims lamp down. The lamp life will be extended also.

Main Specifications



Product Description Acer P5530 - DLP projector - portable - 3D - LAN

Device Type DLP projector - 1080p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Built-in Devices Speaker

Brightness 4000 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio 20000:1 (dynamic)

Resolution Full HD (1920 x 1080)

Native Aspect Ratio 16:9

Colour Support 1.07 billion colours

Bulb type UHP 240 Watt

Bulb life cycle Up to 4000 hour(s) - normal mode ¦ Up to 15000 hour(s) - economic mode

Video Input RGB,composite video (PAL-B/G,PAL-N,PAL-M,PAL-I,NTSC 4.43,NTSC 3.58,PAL-
D,SECAM L,PAL-H,SECAM K1,SECAM D/K,SECAM B/G),LAN

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

Speakers Speaker(s) - integrated

Power AC 120/230 V

Power Consumption
Operational 290 Watt

Dimensions (WxDxH) 31.5 cm x 21.4 cm x 10.3 cm

Weight 2.73 kg

Extended Specification

General

Device Type DLP projector - 1080p

3D Capable Yes (3D glasses sold separately)

Built-in Devices Speaker

Networking Ethernet

Projector

Brightness 4000 ANSI lumens

Brightness (Reduced) 3200 ANSI lumens

Contrast Ratio 20000:1 (dynamic)

Image Size 78 cm - 762 cm

Projection Distance 1 m - 7.5 m

Throw Ratio 1.13 - 1.47:1

Uniformity 85 %

Digital Zoom Factor 2x

Resolution Full HD - Full HD (1920 x 1080) (native) / 1920 x 1200 (resized)

Native Aspect Ratio 16:9

Colour Support 1.07 billion colours

Max Sync Rate (V x H) 120 Hz x 100 kHz

Bulb type UHP 240 Watt

Bulb life cycle Up to 4000 hour(s) - normal mode
Up to 15000 hour(s) - economic mode



Features

Instant Pack Technology,DLP 3D Ready,Auto Vertical Keystone,SmartFormat
Technology,16:9 aspect ratio support,EcoProjection Technology,4:3 aspect ratio
support,Auto Power Off,Acer ColorSafe II Technology,Quick-Start,ColorBoost 3D
Technology,Acer LumiSense+

Lens

Focus Type Manual

Lens Aperture F/2.5-2.78

Zoom Type Manual

Zoom Factor 1.3x

Keystone Correction
Direction Horizontal,vertical

Vertical Keystone Correction -20 / +20

Horizontal Keystone
Correction -20 / +20

Video Input

TV System PAL-B/G,PAL-N,PAL-M,PAL-I,NTSC 4.43,NTSC 3.58,PAL-D,SECAM L,PAL-
H,SECAM K1,SECAM D/K,SECAM B/G

Analogue video Signal RGB,composite video

Video Interfaces VGA,HDMI,composite video,MHL

Video Modes 480p,720p,1080i,1080p,480i,576i,576p

LAN and Wireless Image
Transferring Protocols Wired LAN

Speakers

Type Integrated

Sound Output Mode Mono

Output Power / Channel 16 Watt

Speakers 1 x mixed channel

Expansion / Connectivity

Interfaces

1 x HDMI - 19 pin HDMI Type A
1 x Mobile High-Definition Link (MHL) / HDMI
2 x VGA input - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)
1 x VGA output - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)
1 x serial RS-232
1 x network - RJ-45
1 x USB - 4 pin USB Type A
1 x audio line-in - mini-phone 3.5 mm
1 x audio line-out - mini-phone 3.5 mm
1 x composite video input - RCA

Miscellaneous

Security Features Security lock slot (cable lock sold separately)

Power

Power Source A C

Nominal Voltage AC 120/230 V

Power Consumption
Operational 290 Watt



Power Consumption Stand by 0.5 Watt

Dimensions &Weight

Width 31.5 cm

Depth 21.4 cm

Height 10.3 cm

Weight 2.73 kg

Environmental Parameters

Min Operating Temperature 0 °C

Max Operating Temperature 40 °C

Humidity Range Operating 80%

Sound Emission 31 dBA

Sound Emission (Economic
Mode) 24 dBA

Product data is provided by CNET,we do not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the material contained in this data sheet


